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SYSTEMATIC REVIEW: A TOOL FOR EVIDENCE BASED PRACTICE

OVERVIEW

Systematic reviews integrate conscientious, explicit and judicious use of best evidences for exemplary decision making. A high – quality systematic review is the most reliable source of evidence based practice, generated from synthesized research findings.

In the health care sector systematic reviews provide highest level of evidence for quality patient care. Nurses in various sectors perform vital roles in assimilating evidences for providing quality health services to the mankind globally. Despite nurses conducting independent and interdisciplinary researches, the contribution on systematic review continues to reside in a liminal space.

AIM

This conference aims to introduce the participants to various components of systematic review and familiarize them with different analysis softwares.

OBJECTIVES

At the end of the Conference the participants will;
- Explain basics of evidence based health care
- Describe stages of systematic review
- Formulate research review question
- Conduct relevant literature search
- Assess the quality of evidence
- Analyze and interpret the findings
- Write a review report

SUBTHEMES

Day – 1 (28.11.2019)
- Introduction to systematic review
- Steps to conduct systematic review
- Basics of search strategies
- Reference management
- Approach for data extraction

Day – 2 (29.11.2019)
- Data synthesis and interpretation of results
- Meta analysis
- Reporting standards
- Statistical approaches and software for meta analysis

Post Conference Workshop (30.11.2019)
Protocol Preparation for Systematic Review
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GUIDELINES FOR POSTER / PAPER PRESENTATION

Abstracts relevant to the theme of the conference are invited for poster and paper presentation. All abstracts will be reviewed before acceptance. Only registered delegates will be allowed to present the topic.

Requirements for submission of abstract:
- Maximum 300 words (English)
- Font Style: Times New Roman, Size: 12, Single spacing
- Abstract should include the title of study, objectives, methodology, analysis and conclusion.
- Duration of presentation: 10 min with maximum 15 slides.

Rules for poster presentation:
- The title of the poster should be the same as that of your approved abstract.
- Organize the posters in sections: introduction, material & methods, results & conclusion.
- Size 3 feet x 3 feet on a flexible material with white base.
- Poster should be brought in person.

Notes: Abstracts of both paper and poster need to be submitted through E-mail on or before 30th Sep, 2019. Kindly furnish personal details (Photograph, name, designation, title of study) on separate page along with abstract.
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For any queries: Dr. Jayoti Chaudhari (+919838984291)
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About Mumbai & Navi Mumbai

Mumbai (formerly called Bombay) is a densely populated city on west coast of India. It is the biggest financial, commercial & entertainment capital of India. On the Bombay Harbour waterfront stands the iconic Gateway of India stone arch, built by the British Raj in 1924. Offshore, nearby Elephanta Island holds ancient cave temples.

Navi Mumbai is a planned city off the west coast of Maharashtra. It is situated across two districts namely Thane & Raigad. It also has various recreational facilities such as a Golf course, Central Park & Pandavkada Water falls in Kharghar, Pariksh Hill near Belapur, Wonders Park & Jewel of Navi Mumbai in Seawoods, Mini Seashore Alibaug Chowpatty in Juhuwar or Sugar Vihar in Vasai, Piroadi & Mankeshwar Beach in Ulwe & several other public places like gardens & jogging tracks. The city also hosts many restaurants, luxury hotels & shopping malls.